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ABSTRACT -. 
Results from a partial wave analysis of the decay J/V) + rK!Kfxr in the KiK%rF 

invariant mass range 1.35-1.6 GeV/ c2 are presented. Within the isobar model, the 

data in this mass range are best described by a mixture of O-+ and li+ amplitudes, 

corkesponding to the K*I(+c.c. (P-wave), K*K+c.c. (S-wave) and ao(980) 7r (S-wave) 

channels. These results show that ~(1430) is not a Jpc = O-+ ao(980) A resonance, but 

a mixture of overlapping states. 
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During the past decade,  the study of isoscalar KKn states has received considerable

attention, since one or more of these statesls3 may lie outside the nonets predicted  by

the quark model. One such state, ~(1430) [formerly L( 1440)], has been considered  a

-- - gluonium candidate’ since its first observation in the decay J/$ + -yK.$K*rr by the

Mark II experiment.4

The basic properties  of ~(1430) are poorly  understood: results  from an early

analysis,5 which determined  that ~(1430) decays primarily  through the Jpc = O-+

ao(980) T (S-wave) channel,  have not been substantiated  in more recent analyses.6  The

. latter-observe a significant O-+ K*K decay channel,’ and an ~(1430) invariant mass

distribution which is poorly  characterized  as a single S-wave Breit-Wigner resonance.

With the intention of addressing these issues,  we report  herein the results of an isobar-

model’ partial wave analysis (PWA) of the decay J/+h + yKgK*rr.

The present analysis is based on a sample of 5.8 x lo6 produced J/T) events collected

with the Mark III detector9 at the SLAC e+e- storage ring SPEAR. Though ~(1430)

*has been detected in the KiK T7, K+K-x0 and KiKgr” channels,4’5t6*10 we analyze

*only the Kg K wF channel; of the three decay modes, it has the highest statistics,  the

least background,  and the highest acceptance, and is therefore  the most suitable for ‘the

PWA.

Candidate events for the decay J/t) + ~K~K*r~, K,$ + ?T+?T- are required to

have four charged  tracks and one to six neutral showers.  A pair of oppositely charged

tracks is identified as a Kg if the two track projections  in the plane perpendicular to the

beam axis intersect,  and if the X+X- invariant mass is in the range 0.478-0.513 GeV/c2.

Five-constraint kinematic fits of events with an identified Kg are performed to the hy-

pothesis  J/I+!I + -yKgK*rr for each shower in the event. Particles assigned to be

_ kaons  (pions) by the kinematic fit must not be identified as pions (kaons) by TOF

measurement.” The best fit with a x2 probability  of greater than 5% is retained for

further  analysis.

The KgK%rr invariant mass distribution [Fig. l(a)] shows a strong and markedly

asymmetric ~(1430) signal. A Dalitz plot for the 1.35-1.45 GeV/c2  KiK*nr mass

region [Fig. l(b)] hs ows a cluster of events  in the region of low KgK* mass, while a
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Dalitz plot for the 1.45-1.55 GeV/c2 mass region [Fig. l(c)] shows clear evidence  for

K* bands.  The higher mass Dalitz plot displays a population density characteristic  of a

O-+ state decaying to K*K: a dense cluster of events  due to constructive interference

- - where the K* bands cross, and a vanishing population in the middle of each band, the

signature  of a longitudinally polarized (i.e., helicity = 0) K*.

The quasi-two-body  structure  and associated  spin-parity of the KgK*rr system

are more closely investigated  in a PWA. l2 A model is formulated  using a set of interfering

amplitudes, the relative magnitudes  and phases  of which are estimated  in a maximum
~-.

.. likelihood fit. Using the measured four-vectors of the final state, we employ an invariant

tensor formalism12j13 which is used to construct the amplitudes  for the process  J/lc, -+

‘yX, where the system X is in a well-defined Jpc state, and decays through a specified

two-body channel. All O-+, l++ and l-+ amplitudes  accessible  to the ao(980) 7r and

K*K14  channels are considered.  The K *  mass dependence is parametrized  using a

relativistic P-wave propagator15 with nominal  values  for K* mass and width;16  the

ao(980) state is described by a coupled-channel model.17  To account for events  not

described by the above amplitudes,  we include an additional amplitude which is not
.w

allowed to interfere with the others, and corresponds  to a three-body  phase space decay

of x.

Fits are performed in 25 MeV/c2 KiKfn=F mass intervals spanning  the range 1.35-

1.60 GeV/c2.  Various combinations of amplitudes  are fitted separately;  log likelihoods

are then compared to determine  the dominant  amplitudes.  The l-+ K* K and l++ K’Ii

D-wave amplitudes  are found to contribute insignificantly  to the likelihood, and are thus

excluded. Due to limited charged track acceptance and statistics  our technique cannot

distinguish  unambiguously between a O-+ ao(980) r amplitude and a l++ ao(980)  7r

- amplitude with polarization such that a uniform coseao la distribution is produced (we

hereafter refer  to this circumstance as “flat-polarization”).  Near the K*K threshold,

the l++ K * K  S-wave and l++ uo(980)  7r amplitudes  also become indistinguishable,

the result  of limited statistics  and phase space. Consequently,  we cannot rule out the

presence  of a flat-polarized l++ uo(980)  7r component in the data which is attributed

to the O-+ uo(980)  7r channel, or the presence of a l++ uo(980) 7r component near the
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K*K threshold,  and we fit only to the l++ K*K (S-wave),  O-+ K*K (P-wave)  and O-+

uo(980) ‘IT (S- wave) amplitudes. lg The resulting intensities, normalized  to the number

of produced  J/lc,  + yKgK*rr  events, appear in Fig. 2.

- - The stability of the fit results  is tested under two differing conditions, which in-

clude (i) repeating the PWA described above with a series of variations in data selec-

tion criteria, uo(980) parametrization,20 initial parameter  values and mass binning, and

(ii) repeating the analysis including various mixtures  of the additional amplitudes:  O-+

{u2(1320)  r], I++ [u2(1320) ~1, 2++ [K*K] and 2-+ [uo(980)  T, u2(1320)  T, K*K]. In
~-.

.. each test, the dominant features of the fit remain unchanged;  the O-+ uo(980) T, O-+
K*K and l++ K*K S-wave amplitudes  retain the highest significance,  and consistently

account for - 75% of the total signal analyzed. Moreover,  the resulting intensity dis-

tributions do not vary with respect  to each other by more than 20%. In test  (ii), no

significant increases in the likelihood are observed,  and the fraction of incoherent  phase

space is reduced by an amount which increases as more waves are added.

Two-body  invariant mass projections predicted from the fit results  are compared

to the data in Fig. 3. The comparisons  indicate that reasonable  fits have been achieved;.- 1w
similarly good agreement is observed  in the angular production  variables. As an addi-

tional check of fit quality, we perform a series of Monte Carlo experiments  with the as-

sumption that the fitted parameters  are correct,  and compare the experimental log like-

lihood  with those obtained from the simulations. The mass regions 1.400-1.425 GeV/c2,

1.425-l  .450 GeV/ c2 and 1.475-1.500 GeV/ c2 are checked in this manner, and are found

to be well simulated by the fitted model.

The intensity  spectra in Figs. 2(a)-(c are suggestive of three states in the 1.35-)

1.60 GeV/c2 region. Given the limited statistics and lack of a slowly varying reference

- amplitude, the measured phases cannot be used to verify this possibility.  We never-

theless extract resonance  parameters  and branching ratios by performing x2 fits, using

relativistic Breit-Wigner  amplitudes,  to the K*K S-wave,  K*K P-wave and uo(980) r

S-wave intensities in the mass intervals 1.375-1.575 GeV/c2,  1.375-1.550 GeV/c2,  and

1.375-l  .500 GeV/ c2, respectively.  Masses, widths and branching fractions appear in Ta-

ble I [the corresponding curves are plotted over the intensities in Figs. 2(a)-(c)]  with
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statistical  and systematic errors.  The systematic  errors reflect variations in these results

caused by (i) fitting each intensity spectra in larger or smaller mass intervals, (ii) fit-

ting PWA results for data obtained using different  selection  criteria, and (iii) fitting

-- - the summed O-+ intensities [Fig. 2(d)], using either coherent  or incoherent  sums of two

Breit-Wigner  amplitudes.  The systematic  errors  on the branching ratios include an 8.5%

uncertainty in the number of produced J/+ events.

In a comparison with other experimental  results  in the O-+ channel, we note that

the a&(980) x resonance  parameters  in Table I are consistent  with those of the q(1400).
state, which was first observed21 in a PWA of the process  ?r-p -+ qr+n-n at 8.06

GeV/c, and more recently observed  by the Mark III collaboration  in a preliminary

PWA of J/t,b + yprn+~-.~~ St du ies of the process r-p + KgK+n-n at 8 GeV/c

23 and r-p + KiKgr’n at 21 GeV/c24 also report O-+ uo(980) x structure25  near

1420 MeV/c2, along with higher-mass contributions from l++ and O-+ K * K .  The

above comparisons suggest that the same signals  are seen both in radiative  J/lc, decays

and in r-p interactions  in the - 1.4-1.5 GeV/ c2 region; this argues  against the idea

that r]( 1430) is a gluonium state.  The identification  of two pseudoscalar  states (i.e.:;  a

-= 1420 MeV/c2 uo(980)  x state and a M 1490 MeV/c2 K*K state)  in the ~(1430) region,

however,  would increase the number of present  isoscalar candidates  for first radially

excited O-+ nonet to three,26 indicating that a non-qij state may still exist between

1.2-1.6 GeV/c2.

In the l++ channel, the K * K  peak we observe is reasonably described by the

fr(1420) parameters  estimated  from the reaction  J/+ + wKKT,~’ but has a mass

which is significantly  higher than the fi(1420) mass measured in two-photon27  and
-

central production2* experiments.  If our entire K*K peak is attributed to the fl(1420)

meson,  its branching ratio in radiative J/ll, decays (assuming  a 100% K*K decay)  is

larger than that estimated  for fl(1285) production,30

BR(J/+ + rfl(1285)) N (4.1 - 8.4) x 10-4,
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suggesting  that fl( 1420) and fl(l285) are not ideally mixed. From the ratio of the above

branching ratios, we estimate  a mixing angle for the l++ nonet in the range 0~ N 46”-

56’, which agrees  well with a weighted average of measurements”’ from two-photon

- - experiments.

It has been proposed3 that fr( 1420) is a K * K  molecule, and that f1(1530)~~ is

possibly the isoscalar partner of fi(1285). Although we observe  no clear evidence for

J/G + rfi(1530) in the present  analysis, we cannot  rule out such a process  in the K*K

channel  for branching ratios on the order of 10w4.

In summary,  this analysis has shown that the KKr signal observed  in radiative

J/$ decay in the 1.35-1.60 GeV/c2 region decays predominantly through K*K, in both

the O-+ and l++ channels. Below x 1.42 GeV/c2,  the KKr spectrum is more difficult

to describe.  Our fit results  in this region indicate a small, but significant,  contribution

from O-+ uo(980)  T, but cannot rule out a similar contribution from l++ uo(980)  7r.
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TABLE CAPTION

TABLE I. Results of x2 fits to the intensity distributions.
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TABLE I.

BR(J/+ + 7X, X + Klir)- -
Amplitude Mx [MeV/c2] l?x [MeV/c2] [lo-y

l++ K * K 1443 2; 2; 68 +29 +8-18 -9 0.87 :;.;t ‘;j’:

0-+ uo(980) n- 1416 ‘; “; 54 +37 +13 0 66 +0.17 +0.24
-21 -24 -0.16 -0.15

O=-+ K*K 1490 +14 +3 91 +67 +15 1.03 +0.21 +0.26. -8 -16 -31 -38 -0.18 -0.19
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. (a) Invariant KgKfxr mass distribution; (b) Dalitz plot for 1.35 < MK,OK+l <

1.45 GeV/c2;  (c) Dalitz plot for 1.45 < jWK;~h~r < 1.55 GeV/c2.

2. Acceptance-corrected  partial wave intensities for 1.35 < MqKirr < 1.60 GeV/c2.

Plotted are the (a) l++ K * K  S-wave,  (b) O-+ K*K, ( c )  O-+ uo(980)r,

(d) summed O-+ and (e) incoherent  phase space intensities. In (f) is a his-

togram of the data, also corrected for acceptance. Accompanying  plots (a), (b) and

(c) are curves corresponding to the x2 fits described in the text.

3. Distributions in two-body invariant masses  MK;K~, MK,Orr, and MK+F for the

data (points)  and Monte Carlo (histograms)  in the KgK*rr mass intervals

(a) 1.400-1.425 GeV/c2,  (b) 1.425-1.450 GeV/c2,  and (c) 1.475-1.500 GeV/c2.
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